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Bluewater White Papers 

Gear Guide: South of MV Outfits and Gear #500 

CAPT. MIKES OUTFIT 

Shimano Talica 25 (Reel) & Terez TZC59MHSP-SR (Rod) 

WHY THIS OUTFIT? 

For starters, I love this outfit because it is impossibly light and fun on rat sized yellowfin tuna  but has 

enough power to land big eye tuna in the Canyons. The outfit is easy to use and will even switch-hit as an 

“ok” jigging rod in a pinch. The rods are so light weight that I can even carry an entire spread’s worth to 

the boat in one trip, something you cannot do with classic 30s or 80s. 

 

I load my Talica 25 with 425 yds of 80lb Jerry Brown Hollow Core Spectra Backing and 100 yds of 80lb 

Momoi Top Shot. I have my local tackle shop add a spliced loop so I can easily connect a wind-on leader. 

If your shops cannot accommodate these specs, you can send your reels to BHP Tackle in NJ and they 

will take care of everything for you and they will ship them right back. 

 

For wind-on leaders, I vary between two sizes; 80lb test and 130 lb test. I use 80 on days where fish are 

ultra-finicky and 130 when the action is hot and heavy. Wind on leaders are great because they collect 

less junk in the water, flow through guides nicely as compared with knots and make it easier to land fish. 

This combo allows for easy crimping to swivels, enough stretch for trolling and enough stretch for 

trolling but due to the heavier than average top shot, it is abrasion resistant and not too much stretch when 

pulling bars. Also, the 80lb top shot will allow you to utilize the 45lb of drag that this tiny reel boasts. 

Spread – High Efficency: I fish the same bluewater spread, anytime, anywhere. I like big, lightweight 

spreader bars loaded with smaller bulb squids. I’ll fish five bars to simulate the ultimate bait ball. I’ll have 

two weighted lures on flatline clips, where I move their placement in the spread. I rarely deviate from this 

spread, other than changing colors. In addition to being a HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL spread, I like the 

efficiency of a dialed in spread. I know just how it swims. I know where it goes and how fast to fish it in 

any sea conditions, how the spread does on turns etc. This allows me to focus on finding fish, not 

tinkering with lures.  Side Note: This spread is ultra light despite its massive footprint, allowing me to 

fish light weight with an ultra-strong trolling outfit. I like lightweight bars capable of trolling up to 7 or 

8kts to cover ground. 

Bar Size: On my flanks, I fish 40-inch bars with 6-inch teasers and a bird bar on the center rigger. 

 The Classic Hogy Spread: Mixed Bag 

• Outside Rigger: 1 40-inch Flexi-Bar – 6-inch UV Green Mack 

• Inside Rigger 1: 40-inch Flexi-Bar – 6-inch UV Olive 

• Flat Line 1: Pre-Rigged Harness Jig 6oz Olive Sand Eel 

• Flat Line 2: Pre-Rigged Harness Jig 6oz – Tinker Mack 

• Inside Rigger 2: 40″ Flexi-Bar – 6-inch UV Amber Squid 

• Outside Rigger 2: 40inch Flexi-Bar – 6inch UV Rainbow 

• Center Line: WWB:  Pocket Bird Bar 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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Flexi Squid Bars: These days I primarily fish large spreader bars rigged with small bulb squids, even in 

the Canyons. For starters, the 6-inch common size is perfect for matching the majority of baitfish that 

school tuna feed on. Secondly, as importantly, they are MUCH lighter so they can be fished on large bars 

for greater presentation with minimal drag and still used on light gear. Lastly, they can be trolled faster, 

allowing for more ground to be covered. I like our Hogy Flexi-Bars because the ultra-light bar pulses with 

wave action rather than tumble, allowing for rougher trolling or higher speeds in calm water. They are 

quite light in terms of drag and they can be fished on 20lb class gear (like my outfit above). 

Bird Bar: I like to fish a bird bar way, way back for a variety of reasons.  

1. The bird function of the bar allows the bar to swim well without outriggers, which is important 

when fished further back. 

2. The commotion can add attraction because it is far away from the boats wake, also an attraction. 

3. The bird bar will float, so if you back off, you can leave the further back bar out while you fight 

the fish and avoid tangles. 

4. You can see where the bird is. It is so far back, it may be difficult for other boats to know where 

your lure is, including you! 

Harness Jig: The Harness jigs have become my ALL TIME favorite flat line clip lure and have 

permanently replaced cedar plugs on my boat. I fish harness jigs on each flat line clip, about 10 feet in 

front of each of my closest spreader bars.  

1. They swim in and out of the wake and have the appearance of a confused, lone baitfish 

2. They can be dropped down and jigged while fighting a fish. This has resulted in dozens of hook 

ups on my boat over the years and why I like the lightness of my rod and reel combo so much. 

It’s easy enough to switch gears and jig. 

3. They swim well near a spreader bar without getting tangled. I like how they swim close and 

further away. 

4. They are the ultimate sand eel hedge. If tuna are keyed in on sand eels, sometimes they prefer the 

Harness Jigs over small, olive-colored squids that likely brought the fish to the wake. 

Rod & Reel Choices 

 

 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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Lure & Spread Choices
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Trolling Terminal Tackle: Line, Leaders and Terminal Connections For 

Trolling Tuna  #501 

• Braid: I load my Talica 25 with 425 yds of 80lb Jerry Brown Hollow Core Spectra Backing and 

100 yds of 80lb Momoi Top Shot. I add a spliced loop to the holocore so I can easily replace the 

top shot on top of the hollocwore braid that will last for years.  I then tie a spider hitch or Bimini 

to make a loop in the mono so I can easily connect a wind-on leader. This braid/mono combo 

allows for easy crimping to swivels and enough stretch for trolling but due to the heavier than 

average top shot, it is abrasion resistant and not too much stretch when pulling bars. Also, the 

80lb top shot will allow you to utilize the 45lb of drag that this tiny reel boasts. 

• Mono: As an alternative to braid, set up above, you can fish entirely with mono which is far more 

economical but you will hold less line or will be very light in strength. Depending on the reel 

size, I will use 40lb on a tld 25 and 60lb on a 30 and 80ln on a 50 class reel. 

• Leader Material: Some anglers use mono leaders for casting and jigging and in addition to the 

huge cost savings, there are some advantages. 1) Mono is softer and suppler. That means it will 

take less memory set than fluorocarbon and that is not worth it as heavy fluorocarbon leader can 

sometimes act like a slinky on your reel. 2) Mono has some stretch, given its shock-absorbing 

characteristics and connections hold better when there’s a lot of pressure at boat side. 3) It crimps 

better than fluorocarbon leader. It’s more forgiving and, that being said, I personally use 

fluorocarbon leader 100-percent of the time for the simple reason that it is less visible underwater. 

Tuna have such keen eyesight and I believe that mono over flouoro would trade in a number of 

those skunky days for single fish days. I’ll live with the headaches. TIP: Flouoro gets dirty. Keep 

alcohol wipes and wipe them throughout the day. I also replace my fluorocarbon leaders after 

every trip, even on fishless days. A simple teeny, impossible-to-see-by-the-naked-eye, nick in the 

line will hold light and lose its stealth. There are a number of knots you can use to tie leader 

directly to braid. Some of them are fascinating and ultra-slick through the guides, giving you 

extra casting distance, but I prefer the ease and convenience of a loop-to-loop connection of a 

wind-on leader. I figure I will have more fishing time if I can put a new leader on in a quarter of 

the time.  

• Wind-on leaders: I vary between two sizes; 80lb test and 130 lb test. I use 80 on days where fish 

are ultra-finicky and 130 when the action is hot and heavy. Wind-on leaders are great because 

they collect less junk in the water, flow through guides nicely (compared with knots) and make it 

easier to land fish. With tuna, the lighter the fluorocarbon, the more likely you are to get hit. 

Unfortunately, practicality often gets in the way of the fun and you have to live with fewer bites 

but more landed. For Bluefin likely to be over 100lbs, I use 100lb leader for casting and 130lb 

leader for jigging. For smaller, school sized fish, my default is 80lb but I carry 60lb for 

problematic days when the fish are being super picky.  

• Leader Length: The longer the leader, the better as tuna do not like seeing the braid to flouro 

connection. I prefer a 30-foot leader for trolling which is the same leader I use for jigging. 

• Lure Connection: My general rule of thumb is that I tie direct with a loop knot at 60lb test and 

below, and crimp the line above. 80lb can really go both ways and I will crimp it if I feel I need 

the chafing gear. 100lb and above is crimped all the way. In most cases, I will crimp with ½” 

chafe gear to a 220lb swivel and attach a similarly sized split ring to the swivel. This is the best 

way as the swivel will minimize torque on the connection during a battle. The split ring gives 

added abrasion resistance and easy lure changes. 

 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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How-To Find Your Own Tuna Bite #502 

I have noticed over the years how focused anglers have become on reports seemingly to a point where it 

might be counterproductive. Here are a few thoughts on how anglers chasing these reports are going 

about it in the wrong way: 

1. For starters, where the tuna are is anybody’s best guess when they first show up at the 

beginning of the season. 

 

2. A report just tells you where they were yesterday. Tuna move fast and the ability to 

find your own fish is frequently needed. I fish and film offshore a lot. I can’t tell you how many 

times I have scrambled based on a good report only to discover that they fish had moved. I would 

(unscientifically) say this happens at least 35% time. I’m sure my guide friends would agree. 

3. A report might take you to where there is unpleasant boat traffic or mediocre fishing. By running 

your own playbook you might find a bigger and better situation. It’s a fact — boats put fish 

down. There may have been a good bite that at 8AM but is over at 9am. Have you ever pounded 

a spot with the fleet all day to end up getting skunked? I never regret picking up and moving out 

of a crowded fishing situation. 

4. It’s simply badass to skip the reports and find your own fish. After all, it’s the thrill of the hunt 

that keeps us coming back. The fact is, the most efficient way to get tuna is at the fish market. 

There are a number of other considerations when coming up with a strategy for finding tuna on your own. 

Weather 

Cape Cod waters can get rough and foggy fast, so please monitor the weather. I always verify the weather 

from 3 independent sources: NOAA, Fishweather and Accuweather multiple times for the 24-hour period 

before a planned trip. I am also quite skittish of any weather that is scheduled for late in the day, it can 

easily arrive early. 

Seasonality 

You should be ready to make these loops by early June. The bite can happen earlier, but Mid-June is a 

good starting point. The bite in this region can run hot and cool throughout the whole season. Like all 

tuna friendly locales, tuna baits in this area can be herring, pogies, mackerel, sand eels, half beaks, 

butterfish, bottom fish and small bluefish. My sense is you most frequently see sand eels and half beaks, 

but I have never tracked my findings. In any event, you should be prepared for any of these baits 

throughout the season. 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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Gear 

Assuming you have 4 outfits, I recommend having 2 jigging and 2 casting rods ready. You’ll be fishing 

from 100’ to 400’ of water, so you’ll want 1 4oz jig and 1 6oz jig attached to you jigging rod. I rig one 

paddle tail (In my case a #5 Hogy Protail and a 6oz Olive Hogy Harness Jig, thereby covering finfish and 

sand eel imitations. I dial in colors as it becomes necessary to do so. And for my casting outfits, I have 

one rod rigged with a 4oz Hogy Epoxy Jig in Bone, and 1 Hogy Slider in Glow. I view these as neutral 

color. Again, I will dial in the colors as necessary.) 

What To Look For 

This run is largely about finding fish or visible signs you can see. Obviously, if you see tuna jumping, you 

know those where fish!! Duh! But there are so many signs you will likely see first. Birds are the most 

obvious. Ideally you’ll see large gannets in cyclonic flying pattern but stormy petrels and large gulls are 

also tells. Look for whales, ideally with lots of birds and surrounding slicks. In this situation, a state of the 

art fish-finder will be your best friend! Look for large plumes of bait with crescent shaped targets 

surrounding the bait. 

 

TROLLING SPREADS 

How To: Tips for Tuna Fishing South of Martha’s Vineyard #503 

Single Spread – High Efficency: I tend to fish the same bluewater spread, anytime, anywhere. I like big, 

lightweight spreader bars loaded with smaller bulb squids. I’ll fish five bars to simulate the ultimate bait 

ball. I’ll have two weighted lures on flatline clips, where I move their placement in the spread. I rarely 

deviate from this spread, other than changing colors. In addition to being a HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL 

spread, I like the efficiency of a dialed in spread. I know just how it swims. I know where it goes and how 

fast to fish it in any sea conditions, I know how the spread does on turns etc. This allows me to focus on 

finding fish instead of tinkering with lures.  Side Note: This spread is ultra light despite its massive 

footprint, allowing me to fish light weight with ultra-strong trolling outfit. I like lightweight bars capable 

of trolling up to 7 or 8kts to cover ground. 

Bar Size: I mix and match bar sizes. For me, the bigger the better. I want to simulate a massive bait ball. 

The Classic Hogy Spread: Mixed Bag 

• Outside Rigger: 1 40″ Flexi-Bar – 6-inch UV Green Mack 

• Inside Rigger 1: 40″ Flexi-Bar – 6-inch UV Olive 

• Flat Line 1: Pre-Rigged Harness Jig 6oz Olive Sand Eel 

• Flat Line 2: Pre-Rigged Harness Jig 6oz – Tinker Mack 

• Inside Rigger 2: 40″ Flexi-Bar – 6-inch UV Amber Squid 

• Outside Rigger 2: 40inch Flexi-Bar – 6inch UV Rainbow 

• Center Line: WWB: Lastly, on the center rigger, Pocket Bird Bar 

 

Not sure of situation – Mixed Bag:  Unless I have prior knowledge of the fishing situation, I always 

start the day of offshore trolling with a “Mixed Bag” spread,  Basically you’re hedging your bet on a 

color.  

If I don’t know “what color has been hot” or what the fish are feeding on, I’ll start with a mixed bag, in 

terms of colors, as there are so many possibilities of what they can be eating. I tend to like natural colors 

with one highly visible pattern mixed in. Once I boat a fish, I’ll make note of the color. If I take a second 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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fish on the same color, I will swap out a color that has not received any attention. I’ll keep up with a 

progressive system of dialing in on a color until I end up with a carpet bomb (see below). 

I know what they are Eating – Carpet Bomb: If I know what they are eating, I’ll load the entire spread 

with a single color with mostly the same lures.  The whole concept of the carpet bomb is to have 

matching lures to simulate a school of bait. The carpet bomb looks very real. So real, that even if the fish 

are feeding on something entirely different, you may have enough critical mass to create your own feed, 

even if it’s against the grain.I always have one off color lure in my spread. It’s my opinion that an off 

color can look like a sick or wounded fish and therefore more vulnerable and possibly inducing a strike on 

a hesitant tuna. 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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Boat Speed: With the Classic Hogy Spread, my trolling speed ranges from 3 to 8-knots. I tend to troll 

faster than average, sometimes at 8-knots. That’s why lightweight spreader bars are essential. They flex 

their way through fast boat speeds. I slow down on rough days and speed up on calm days. I let the spread 

dictate my speed. I’ll go by what looks best and try a variety of speeds until I crack the code. Since I fish 

the same spread every time (see above) I have a very strong command for how the spread reacts to 

various conditions. I pay more attention to how the lures are looking given the conditions that day. I look 

for a spread for when the baits are swimming in perfect harmony. That said, I have a few rules of thumb: 

a. Cool water = a touch slower 

b. Warm water = a touch faster 

c. Rough =  slow 

d. Calm = fast 

Lure placement: People often talk about which wake, length etc. is best. I’m very informal in this regard. 

I go with what looks good and what’s working. Basically your goal is to fill out the spread so there’s an 

offering at any angle if the fish approaches the spread. Some trips, fish like the spread close, others farther 

back. 

Weed: Check often. It’s easy to get lazy. I like to check every 15 to 20 minutes if I have enough sleep in 

me! 

Outriggers: They are worth the investment but not essential. Fish the 6-rod spread if you don’t have 

them, keeping your “inner short rigger” very close, maybe 30 feet back. Keep the flat line 10 or 15 feet 

back and your long rigger much farther at whatever length looks best. 

Teasers: Sometimes tipping your bait with a soft plastic or pork rind can be the difference between 

catching fish or not. Tip a few lures in the spread and work from there. 

 

Finding Fish: Preparation is key for finding bluefin south of the Vineyard. Start by looking at the latest 

sea surface temperature readings. Look for extreme temperature breaks where the water fluctuates 

three or more degrees over the course of only a few miles. This is about as much “structure” as there is 

south of Martha’s Vineyard, so it’s a good place to start. 

An example of a Rutgers sea surface temperature chart. 

Once you have steamed out to the area, you will want to start looking for signs of life. Whales, birds, and 

porpoises can all indicate that there are schools of bluefin nearby. Also pay very close attention to your 

temperature gauge in order to find the temperature breaks. 

When you feel confident that there is sufficient life in the area, when you have seen schools of bait or 

located a distinct temp break, it’s time to deploy your spread. 

 

How-To: Anatomy of A Typical Day Trolling Offshore  #507 

 

https://saltycape.com/video-how-to-trolling-si-spreader-bars-for-bluefin-tuna/ 
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To kick off the June tuna season, Capt. Mike Hogan and Capt. Nat Chalkley from Get the Net charters set 

out to fish The Claw, a Bluefin Tuna hot-spot, 15 miles south of Martha’s Vineyard.  

“You have the Claw south of Martha’s Vineyard, greasy calm conditions, cooperative fish and plenty of 

life,” Capt. Mike said. “You really couldn’t ask for a better June day to kick off the tuna season.” 

Typically, early season bait south of MV is heavy on sand eels but you could encounter butterfish, squid 

and mackerel. Capt. Mike and Nat started the day with a mixed spread of natural colors. Trolling in the 

open water truly feels like fishing for a needle in a haystack, as Mike Hogan would describe it.  

When Capt. Mike and Capt. Nat Chalkley arrived at their usual hot-spot fishing grounds, there were no 

tells and no signs of life.  

After surveying the area, they made the decision to head 4-5 miles South of the Claw where they started 

to see a few birds and noticed the temperature of the water increased from 55 degrees to 59 degrees. 

Although this isn’t a huge jump in water temperature, it was enough to keep the bait balled up in this area.  

They quickly noticed birds sitting on the surface, waiting for the sand eels that would soon streak the fish 

finder and were pleasantly surprised to see porpoises, another good sign that the tuna were probably in 

this area.  

With the Bluefin being keyed in on sand eels, Capt. Mike chose to fish small baits and natural colors. To 

start, he rigged up a 40” spreader bar with 6” bulb squid for the inside and outside outriggers. 

“Larger bars lead to a bigger target and a bigger presentation,” Capt. Mike said. “They create a natural 

presentation in the water.” You want a spread of large spreader bars with lots of baits to really create a big 

presentation that can’t be missed by any tuna remotely close to the spread. 

“When the fish are keyed in on sand eels, you’re going to want to stay with smaller baits,” Capt. Mike 

said.  

Today, they are fishing a seven rod spread, which is a classic spring Bluefin spread. This particular spread 

includes the Hogy SI Spreader bars which is a 6” bulb squid spread bar, both on the inside and the outside 

riggers. On the flat lines, they are fishing large softbaits such as the Hogy Harness Jig.  

“We’re going to fish the flatlines a little further back than we normally do,” Capt. Mike said.  The flat line 

lures will sit a little deeper in the water, under the spreader bars. He continued on to explain that on a very 

clam, greasy day, you’ll want to speed the boat up a little bit and fish the flatlines further back.  

On the flatlines, he rigged up a Hogy Harness softbaits on a Jighead. To do this, you want to start by 

lining up the hook where you want it to exit the bait. Eye ball it and mark it with your thumb as you 

thread the hook through the softbait and push it through the plastic.  

You  might notice the shrink tubing at the end of the jig head may make it a little difficult, but a hard push 

will give you a semi-stiff rig after you get it over the hump.  

“There is no better sand eel imitation than this,” Capt. Mike Hogan said.  

Once the fish is hooked, Capt. Nat leaves the helm to gain control over the screaming drag. Taking over, 

Capt. Hogan positions the boat with the fish off the corner by taking the boat in and out of gear several 

times, forcing the fish to fight at a 45 degree angle off the corner. To do this, Mike has to keep all the 

action on the starboard side by engaging the port engine, which in turn, will swing the boat starboard.  

http://www.saltycape.com/
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The boat is left in gear to keep the lines from tangling. 

“When I’m handling a fish I know I’m going to release, I stick a salt water hose in its mouth,” Capt. Mike 

said as he began to remove the hook. “You wanna get the boat in gear for when I carefully release the 

fish.”  

If the spreader bar is a little disconfigured after bringing in a heavy fish, don’t worry – this is mostly by 

design (and tuna strength). The bars on the SI spreader are made with light, wire frames, designed to 

pulse and flutter while trolling. Mike has found that the more dinged up they get, the fishier they are.  

Rod: 5’9″ Shimano Terez TZC-59HSB 

Reel: Shimano Tyrnos 30 

Line: 40lb Test Mono 

Boat: Fortier 30 

How To: Offshore Casting back up to Trolling  #508 

I always bring the same spinning rods with me when trolling offshore. A medium grade outfit for casting 

at high flyers for Mahi, small breaking tuna or to catch bait and a large outfit for big fish or sharks. 

Big Spinning Rod: This outfit is geared for tuna ranging from 50 to 250lbs. It’s heavy duty and can 

easily cast lures up to 6oz. I have this outfit ready for running and gunning larger tuna, particularly 

Bluefin tuna. 

• Rod: Shimano Terez TZS-70XH-BLK 7′ 65lb to 200lb: This rod has no problem casting 4oz and 

5oz jigs and plugs. Like all the Terez rods, it is extremely rugged. The rod itself is very parabolic, 

which means it’s very forgiving. If you take a misstep with a boat side fish, it is hard to break. 

The rod absorbs a lot of energy, making it easier on your arms to fight big fish. This rod can 

absolutely handle 25lbs of drag. I will say the rod can limit out if you need to put the boots to a 

very large fish pushing maybe 300lbs. 

• Reel: Stella 18000 holds about the same amount of line as the 20000 and has the same drag 

capacity. The main difference is the higher gear ratio, which makes it better for fishing faster 

retrieve plugs, metals and Epoxy Jigs. 

o 57:1 Gear Ratio 

o 30.9oz in weight 

o 51” line intake per crank 

o 320 yards of 100lb hollow core 

o 55lb drag 

• Line/leader: I fish the same wind-on set up the same way I do as my jigging set up, but with 

100lb hollow core to 100lb flouro leader with the only difference being a shorter wind-on leader. 

I prefer a 12’ leader on my tuna spinning outfits due to less friction going through the guides. 

• Connection: crimped lure 

 

Small Spinning  Rod: I use this outfit when offshore. This outfit allows you to cast very light lures, as 

light as 1.25oz, and has the brawn to handle a large fish, but not a fish over 80lbs. If I hook a big fish, I 

take the sporting approach and break it off quickly because the outfit isn’t strong enough to hold onto the 

fish for a very long time. No sense in risking injury to a fish you know you aren’t able to land. 

http://www.saltycape.com/
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This shorter and lighter outfit is the outfit I use for casting around high flyers, mainly for mahi. I have 

never seen a mahi bigger than 25 pounds around the high flyers, so this outfit is perfectly fine and fun for 

these fish. If Mahi are spooky from abundant pressure, I’ll rig this outfit with a long 15lb flouro leader. 

• Rod: Shimano TZSW-70MH 7′:I use this rod as a heavy-duty striper rod but it’s also my ultra-

light tackle tuna-spinning rod. It’s heavy and has some fiberglass in it. I have landed tuna up to 

80lbs on this rod, though I suspect I could have seen 100lb with it but never had the chance. This 

rod will cast the smaller Epoxy Jigs and lighter Hogy Pro Tail Eels and if you get bit by a larger 

fish, you just may have a chance! 

• Reel: The Stella 14000 reel is about the same physical size of a Stella 10000 but has a bigger 

drag system and a little more line capacity. Plenty of drag that will transcend that of the rod I’m 

using. 

o 5.7:1 Gear Ratio 

o 30.9oz in weight 

o 51” line intake per crank 

o 320 yards of 100lb hollow core 

o 55lb drag 

• Line/leader: 40lb power pro with a 30lb fluorocarbon leader tied on directly with a loop knot. If 

the Mahi 

Species-Specific Casting Tips 

WHITE MARLIN TIPS: Over the past several years these waters have been frequented by many white 

marlin, pretty close in too. White marlin are great candidates for throwing large soft baits. It is easy to get 

them to follow your lure, but the hard part is getting them to commit. I use a 6-foot, 40-pound test 

fluorocarbon leader, which is a lighter and longer leader than you would normally think to use as these 

fish are incredibly leader shy. I run a small center console, so I can chase after them. A medium retrieve is 

ideal. Fish with the rod tip pointed toward the water and retrieve with a series of twitches. 

MAHI TIPS: These fish really do get pounded with boats trolling by high flyers. To avoid spooking them, 

approach the high flyer very slowly. Many anglers often charge right up to take a look-see. Even though 

the fish will stick around, they will become very hard to catch if you do this. Approach from the up-wind 

side, so you have the wind at your back for added casting distance. If you hook up, have another angler 

cast toward your hooked fish, as others often follow the hooked fish. Fish the 7-inch Hogy Original with 

the tip of your rod pointed toward the water and retrieve with a series of twitching motions. 

BREAKING TUNA TIPS: Though not as common as the bluefin tuna near Chatham or Cape Cod Bay, 

you do see breaking fish fairly regularly in this area. The best way to present to these fish is to cast from 

as far as possible but land the bait in the school. These fish go down fast; often you’ll have just a 30-

second window to button the fish up. Keep your rod tip pointed to or even in the water and reel as fast as 

you can.  
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